
HISTORIC AND DESIGN REVIEW COMMISSION 
December 01, 2021 

 
HDRC CASE NO: 2021-024 
ADDRESS: 205 OSTROM 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: NCB 6938 BLK LOT 1&2 
ZONING: R-4 CD, H, RIO-1 
CITY COUNCIL DIST.: 1 
DISTRICT: River Road Historic District 
APPLICANT: STAPLETON BUILD & DESIGN LLC 
OWNER: STAPLETON BUILD & DESIGN LLC 
TYPE OF WORK: Rehabilitation, construction of additions, exterior modifications, 

construction of an accessory structure, site and landscaping modifications 
APPLICATION RECEIVED: January 15, 2021 
60-DAY REVIEW: Not applicable due to City Council Emergency Orders 
CASE MANAGER: Edward Hall 

REQUEST: 

 
The applicant is requesting a Certificate of Appropriateness for approval to: 

1. Remove existing, rear addition to restore the original footprint of the historic, 1935 structure.  
2. Rehabilitate the historic structure.  
3. Construct a 2-story residential structure to front Ostrom, to the south.  

APPLICABLE CITATIONS: 

Historic Design Guidelines, Chapter 4, Guidelines for New Construction 
 
1. Building and Entrance Orientation 
 
A. FAÇADE ORIENTATION 
i. Setbacks—Align front facades of new buildings with front facades of adjacent buildings where a consistent setback has 
been established along the street frontage. Use the median setback of buildings along the street frontage where a variety of 
setbacks exist. Refer to UDC Article 3, Division 2. Base Zoning Districts for applicable setback requirements. 
ii. Orientation—Orient the front façade of new buildings to be consistent with the predominant orientation of historic 
buildings along the street frontage. 
B. ENTRANCES 
i. Orientation—Orient primary building entrances, porches, and landings to be consistent with those historically found 
along the street frontage. Typically, historic building entrances are oriented towards the primary street. 
 
2. Building Massing and Form 
 
A. SCALE AND MASS 
i. Similar height and scale—Design new construction so that its height and overall scale are consistent with nearby 
historic buildings. In residential districts, the height and scale of new construction should not exceed that of the majority 
of historic buildings by more than one-story. In commercial districts, building height shall conform to the established 
pattern. If there is no more than a 50% variation in the scale of buildings on the adjacent block faces, then the height of 
the new building shall not exceed the tallest building on the adjacent block face by more than 10%. 
ii. Transitions—Utilize step-downs in building height , wall-plane offsets, and other variations in building massing to 
provide a visual transition when the height of new construction exceeds that of adjacent historic buildings by more than 
one-half story. 
iii. Foundation and floor heights—Align foundation and floor-to-floor heights (including porches and balconies) within 
one foot of floor-to-floor heights on adjacent historic structures. 
 
B. ROOF FORM 



i. Similar roof forms—Incorporate roof forms—pitch, overhangs, and orientation—that are consistent with those 
predominantly found on the block. Roof forms on residential building types are typically sloped, while roof forms on 
nonresidential building types are more typically flat and screened by an ornamental parapet wall. 
ii. Façade configuration—The primary façade of new commercial buildings should be in keeping with established 
patterns. Maintaining horizontal elements within adjacent cap, middle, and base precedents will establish a consistent 
street wall through the alignment of horizontal parts. Avoid blank walls, particularly on elevations visible from the street. 
No new façade should exceed 40 linear feet without being penetrated by windows, entryways, or other defined bays. 
 
D. LOT COVERAGE 
i. Building to lot ratio—New construction should be consistent with adjacent historic buildings in terms of the building to 
lot ratio. Limit the building footprint for new construction to no more than 50 percent of the total lot area, unless adjacent 
historic buildings establish a precedent with a greater building to lot ratio. 
 
3. Materials and Textures 
 
A. NEW MATERIALS 
i. Complementary materials—Use materials that complement the type, color, and texture of materials traditionally found 
in the district. Materials should not be so dissimilar as to distract from the historic interpretation of the district. For 
example, corrugated metal siding would not be appropriate for a new structure in a district comprised of homes with wood 
siding. 
ii. Alternative use of traditional materials—Consider using traditional materials, such as wood siding, in a new way to 
provide visual interest in new construction while still ensuring compatibility. 
iii. Roof materials—Select roof materials that are similar in terms of form, color, and texture to traditionally used in the 
district. 
iv. Metal roofs—Construct new metal roofs in a similar fashion as historic metal roofs. Refer to the Guidelines for 
Alterations and Maintenance section for additional specifications regarding metal roofs. 
v. Imitation or synthetic materials—Do not use vinyl siding, plastic, or corrugated metal sheeting. Contemporary 
materials not traditionally used in the district, such as brick or simulated stone veneer and Hardie Board or other 
fiberboard siding, may be appropriate for new construction in some locations as long as new materials are visually similar 
to the traditional material in dimension, finish, and texture. EIFS is not recommended as a substitute for actual stucco. 
 
4. Architectural Details 
 
A. GENERAL 
i. Historic context—Design new buildings to reflect their time while respecting the historic context. While new 
construction should not attempt to mirror or replicate historic features, new structures should not be so dissimilar as to 
distract from or diminish the historic interpretation of the district. 
ii. Architectural details—Incorporate architectural details that are in keeping with the predominant architectural style 
along the block face or within the district when one exists. Details should be simple in design and should complement, but 
not visually compete with, the character of the adjacent historic structures or other historic structures within the district. 
Architectural details that are more ornate or elaborate than those found within the district are inappropriate. 
iii. Contemporary interpretations—Consider integrating contemporary interpretations of traditional designs and details for 
new construction. Use of contemporary window moldings and door surroundings, for example, can provide visual interest 
while helping to convey the fact that the structure is new. Modern materials should be implemented in a way that does not 
distract from the historic structure. 
 
5. Garages and Outbuildings 
 
A. DESIGN AND CHARACTER  
i. Massing and form—Design new garages and outbuildings to be visually subordinate to the principal historic structure in 
terms of their height, massing, and form.  
ii. Building size – New outbuildings should be no larger in plan than 40 percent of the principal historic structure 
footprint.  
iii. Character—Relate new garages and outbuildings to the period of construction of the principal building on the lot 
through the use of complementary materials and simplified architectural details.  
iv. Windows and doors—Design window and door openings to be similar to those found on historic garages or 



outbuildings in the district or on the principle historic structure in terms of their spacing and proportions.  
v. Garage doors—Incorporate garage doors with similar proportions and materials as those traditionally found in the 
district.  
B. SETBACKS AND ORIENTATION  
i. Orientation—Match the predominant garage orientation found along the block. Do not introduce front-loaded garages or 
garages attached to the primary structure on blocks where rear or alley loaded garages were historically used.  
ii. Setbacks—Follow historic setback pattern of similar structures along the streetscape or district for new garages and 
outbuildings. Historic garages and outbuildings are most typically located at the rear of the lot, behind the principal 
building. In some instances, historic setbacks are not consistent with UDC requirements and a variance may be required.  
6. Mechanical Equipment and Roof Appurtenances  
 
A. LOCATION AND SITING 
i. Visibility—Do not locate utility boxes, air conditioners, rooftop mechanical equipment, skylights, satellite dishes, and 
other roof appurtenances on primary facades, front-facing roof slopes, in front yards, or in other locations that are clearly 
visible from the public right-of-way. 
ii. Service Areas—Locate service areas towards the rear of the site to minimize visibility from the public right-of-way. 
 
B. SCREENING 
i. Building-mounted equipment—Paint devices mounted on secondary facades and other exposed hardware, frames, and 
piping to match the color scheme of the primary structure or screen them with landscaping. 
ii. Freestanding equipment—Screen service areas, air conditioning units, and other mechanical equipment from public 
view using a fence, hedge, or other enclosure. 
iii. Roof-mounted equipment—Screen and set back devices mounted on the roof to avoid view from public right-of-way. 
Historic Design Guidelines, Chapter 5, Guidelines for Site Elements 
 
Historic Design Guidelines, Chapter 5, Guidelines for Site Elements 
 
B. NEW FENCES AND WALLS 
i. Design—New fences and walls should appear similar to those used historically within the district in terms of their scale, 
transparency, and character. Design of fence should respond to the design and materials of the house or main structure. 
ii. Location—Avoid installing a fence or wall in a location where one did not historically exist, particularly within the 
front yard. The appropriateness of a front yard fence or wall is dependent on conditions within a specific historic district. 
New front yard fences or wall should not be introduced within historic districts that have not historically had them. 
iii. Height—Limit the height of new fences and walls within the front yard to a maximum of four feet. The 
appropriateness of a front yard fence is dependent on conditions within a specific historic district. New front yard fences 
should not be introduced within historic districts that have not historically had them. If a taller fence or wall existed 
historically, additional height may be considered. The height of a new retaining wall should not exceed the height of the 
slope it retains. 
iv. Prohibited materials—Do not use exposed concrete masonry units (CMU), Keystone or similar interlocking retaining 
wall systems, concrete block, vinyl fencing, or chain link fencing. 
v. Appropriate materials—Construct new fences or walls of materials similar to fence materials historically used in the 
district. Select materials that are similar in scale, texture, color, and form as those historically used in the district, and that 
are compatible with the main structure. Screening incompatible uses—Review alternative fence heights and materials for 
appropriateness where residential properties are adjacent to commercial or other potentially incompatible uses. 
 
3. Landscape Design 
 
A. PLANTINGS 
i. Historic Gardens— Maintain front yard gardens when appropriate within a specific historic district. 
ii. Historic Lawns—Do not fully remove and replace traditional lawn areas with impervious hardscape. Limit the removal 
of lawn areas to mulched planting beds or pervious hardscapes in locations where they would historically be found, such 
as along fences, walkways, or drives. Low-growing plantings should be used in historic lawn areas; invasive or large-scale 
species should be avoided. Historic lawn areas should never be reduced by more than 50%. 
iii. Native xeric plant materials—Select native and/or xeric plants that thrive in local conditions and reduce watering 
usage. See UDC Appendix E: San Antonio Recommended Plant List—All Suited to Xeriscape Planting Methods, for a list 



of appropriate materials and planting methods. Select plant materials with a similar character, growth habit, and light 
requirements as those being replaced. 
iv. Plant palettes—If a varied plant palette is used, incorporate species of taller heights, such informal elements should be 
restrained to small areas of the front yard or to the rear or side yard so as not to obstruct views of or otherwise distract 
from the historic structure. 
v. Maintenance—Maintain existing landscape features. Do not introduce landscape elements that will obscure the historic 
structure or are located as to retain moisture on walls or foundations (e.g., dense foundation plantings or vines) or as to 
cause damage. 
 
B. ROCKS OR HARDSCAPE 
i. Impervious surfaces —Do not introduce large pavers, asphalt, or other impervious surfaces where they were not 
historically located. 
ii. Pervious and semi-pervious surfaces—New pervious hardscapes should be limited to areas that are not highly visible, 
and should not be used as wholesale replacement for plantings. If used, small plantings should be incorporated into the 
design. 
iii. Rock mulch and gravel - Do not use rock mulch or gravel as a wholesale replacement for lawn area. If used, plantings 
should be incorporated into the design. 
 
 
 
D. TREES 
i. Preservation—Preserve and protect from damage existing mature trees and heritage trees. See UDC Section 35-523 
(Tree Preservation) for specific requirements. 
ii. New Trees – Select new trees based on site conditions. Avoid planting new trees in locations that could potentially 
cause damage to a historic structure or other historic elements. Species selection and planting procedure should be done in 
accordance with guidance from the City Arborist. 
 
5. Sidewalks, Walkways, Driveways, and Curbing 
 
A. SIDEWALKS AND WALKWAYS 
i. Maintenance—Repair minor cracking, settling, or jamming along sidewalks to prevent uneven surfaces. Retain and 
repair historic sidewalk and walkway paving materials—often brick or concrete—in place. 
ii. Replacement materials—Replace those portions of sidewalks or walkways that are deteriorated beyond repair. Every 
effort should be made to match existing sidewalk color and material. 
iii. Width and alignment—Follow the historic alignment, configuration, and width of sidewalks and walkways. Alter the 
historic width or alignment only where absolutely necessary to accommodate the preservation of a significant tree. 
iv. Stamped concrete—Preserve stamped street names, business insignias, or other historic elements of sidewalks and 
walkways when replacement is necessary. 
v. ADA compliance—Limit removal of historic sidewalk materials to the immediate intersection when ramps are added to 
address ADA requirements. 
 
B. DRIVEWAYS 
i. Driveway configuration—Retain and repair in place historic driveway configurations, such as ribbon drives. Incorporate 
a similar driveway configuration—materials, width, and design—to that historically found on the site. Historic driveways 
are typically no wider than 10 feet. Pervious paving surfaces may be considered where replacement is necessary to 
increase stormwater infiltration. 
ii. Curb cuts and ramps—Maintain the width and configuration of original curb cuts when replacing historic driveways. 
Avoid introducing new curb cuts where not historically found. 
 
7. Off-Street Parking 
 
A. LOCATION 
i. Preferred location—Place parking areas for non-residential and mixed-use structures at the rear of the site, behind 
primary structures to hide them from the public right-of-way. On corner lots, place parking areas behind the primary 
structure and set them back as far as possible from the side streets. Parking areas to the side of the primary structure are 
acceptable when location behind the structure is not feasible. See UDC Section 35-310 for district-specific standards. 



ii. Front—Do not add off-street parking areas within the front yard setback as to not disrupt the continuity of the 
streetscape. 
iii. Access—Design off-street parking areas to be accessed from alleys or secondary streets rather than from principal 
streets whenever possible. 
 
B. DESIGN 
i. Screening—Screen off-street parking areas with a landscape buffer, wall, or ornamental fence two to four feet high—or 
a combination of these methods. Landscape buffers are preferred due to their ability to absorb carbon dioxide. See UDC 
Section 35-510 for buffer requirements. 
ii. Materials—Use permeable parking surfaces when possible to reduce run-off and flooding. See UDC Section 35-526(j) 
for specific standards. 
iii. Parking structures—Design new parking structures to be similar in scale, materials, and rhythm of the surrounding 
historic district when new parking structures are necessary. 

Standard Specifications for Windows in Additions and New Construction 

Consistent with the Historic Design Guidelines, the following recommendations are made for windows to be used in new 
construction: 

 GENERAL: Windows used in new construction should be similar in appearance to those commonly found within 
the district in terms of size, profile, and configuration. While no material is expressly prohibited by the Historic 
Design Guidelines, a high quality wood or aluminum-clad wood window product often meets the Guidelines with 
the stipulations listed below.  

 SIZE: Windows should feature traditional dimensions and proportions as found within the district. 
 SASH: Meeting rails must be no taller than 1.25”. Stiles must be no wider than 2.25”. Top and bottom sashes 

must be equal in size unless otherwise approved.  
 DEPTH: There should be a minimum of 2” in depth between the front face of the window trim and the front face 

of the top window sash. This must be accomplished by recessing the window sufficiently within the opening or 
with the installation of additional window trim to add thickness. All windows should be supplied in a block frame 
and exclude nailing fins which limit the ability to sufficiently recess the windows. 

 TRIM: Window trim must feature traditional dimensions and architecturally appropriate casing and sloped sill 
detail.  

 GLAZING: Windows should feature clear glass. Low-e or reflective coatings are not recommended for 
replacements. The glazing should not feature faux divided lights with an interior grille. If approved to match a 
historic window configuration, the window should feature true, exterior muntins.   

 COLOR: Wood windows should feature a painted finish. If a clad or non-wood product is approved, white or 
metallic manufacturer’s color is not allowed and color selection must be presented to staff.  

 
 

FINDINGS: 

a. The historic structure at 205 Ostrom was constructed circa 1935 and is contributing to the River Road Historic 
District. The historic structure features two, front facing gabled roofs, rear additions and a modified front porch.  

b. DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE – This request was reviewed by the Design Review Committee on February 
23, 2021. At that meeting, Committee members commented on the revisions to the proposed design and 
recommended items for the applicant to incorporate into the design. This request was reviewed a second time by 
the Design Review Committee on November 9, 2021. At that meeting, Committee members noted that the revised 
design was appropriate, that incorporating the garage into the massing of the new construction relived pressure on 
the site, and commented on the garage roof’s profile.  

c. REHABILITATION (Removal of existing additions) – The applicant has proposed to remove existing additions 
at the rear of the primary, historic structure. The proposed additions are found on the 1951 Sanborn Map, and are 
contributing to the property. While the existing additions are contributing, staff finds their removal to be 
appropriate in the context of the restoration of the historic footprint and facades of the historic structure; 
specifically as it relates to the preservation of the historic structure.  

d. REHABILITATION – The applicant has proposed a number of rehabilitative scopes of work that include 
foundation repair, siding repair, roof repair, and wood window repair. Staff finds the proposed rehabilitative 
scopes of work to be appropriate and consistent with the Historic Design Guidelines. If original materials are 



beyond repair, they should be replaced with in-kind materials featuring matching profiles. Windows that are 
found to be beyond repair should be submitted to OHP staff for review prior to their removal and replacement.  

e. NEW CONSTRUCTION – At the western half of the site, the applicant has proposed to construct a 2-story, 
residential structure to feature an attached garage structure.  

f. SETBACKS & ORIENTATION – According to the Guidelines for New Construction, the front facades of new 
buildings are to align with front facades of adjacent buildings where a consistent setback has been established 
along the street frontage. Additionally, the orientation of new construction should be consistent with the historic 
examples found on the block. This specific lot is unique as it features frontage to Ostrom to the South, Dewberry 
to the west and E Magnolia to the north. The applicant has proposed a setback from Ostrom that is generally 
consistent with the historic structure’s side setback from Ostrom. Generally, staff finds the proposed setback to be 
appropriate.  

g. SETBACKS & ORIENTATION – The applicant has proposed an orientation towards Ostrom. Staff finds the 
proposed orientation to be appropriate.  

a. ENTRANCES – According the Guidelines for New Construction 1.B.i. primary building entrances should be 
orientated towards the primary street. The proposed entrance orientation is appropriate and consistent with the 
Guidelines.  

h. SCALE & MASS – Per the Guidelines for New Construction 2.A.i., a height and massing similar to historic 
structures in the vicinity of the proposed new construction should be used. In residential districts, the height and 
scale of new construction should not exceed that of the majority of historic buildings by more than one-story. 
Historic structures in the immediate vicinity feature one story in height; however, the applicant has provided an 
example of historic elements featuring similar heights. Generally, staff finds the proposed height of 2-stories 
(approximately 31.5 feet) to be appropriate.  

i. FOUNDATION & FLOOR HEIGHTS – According to the Guidelines for New Construction 2.A.iii., foundation 
and floor heights should be aligned within one (1) foot of neighboring structure’s foundation and floor heights. 
Per the submitting construction documents, the proposed foundation heights are consistent with the Guidelines.  

j. ROOF FORM – The applicant has proposed a front and rear facing, gabled roofs. Staff finds the proposed roof 
forms to be appropriate and consistent with the Guidelines.  

k. LOT COVERAGE – Per the Guidelines, the building footprint for new construction should be no more than fifty 
(50) percent of the size of the total lot area. The applicant has noted consistency with the Guidelines; however, 
staff finds that the proposed amount of construction within the rear yard is atypical for the development pattern of 
the River Road Historic District.  

l. MATERIALS – The applicant has proposed materials to include horizontal lap siding, a standing seam metal 
porch roof, asphalt shingles, brick foundation skirting, wood trim and wood handrailing. Generally, staff finds the 
proposed materials to be appropriate. Staff finds that composite siding should feature smooth boards that feature a 
thickness of ¾” and an exposure of four (4) inches. The proposed standing seam metal roof should feature smooth 
panels that are 18 to 21 inches in width, seams that are 1 to 2 inches in height, a crimped ridge seam and a 
standard galvalume finish. All window and door trim should be consistent with that found historically on the 
primary historic structure in regards to profile and width.  

m. WINDOW MATERIALS – The applicant has proposed to install double hung windows. Staff finds that a wood 
or aluminum clad wood window that is consistent with the staff’s standards for windows in new construction 
should be installed. 

n. FENESTRATION PROFILE – Generally, the applicant has proposed fenestration that is consistent with 
fenestration found historically within the district in regards to window profiles. Staff finds that fenestration should 
be added to facades sections that are currently void of fenestration and that all small, square windows be 
eliminated. Windows should feature traditional sizes and profiles.  

o. ATTACHED GARAGE – The applicant has proposed an attached garage to be located on the east façade of the 
proposed new construction. The proposed garage will face Ostrom. Attached garages are not found historically 
within the River Road Historic District. Staff finds that the proposed garage should be detached, to be located at 
the rear, or at minimum, that an attached, open air carport structure set towards the rear of the structure’s east 
façade should be proposed.  

p. ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS – Generally, staff finds the proposed architectural details to be appropriate; 
however, as noted in finding p, staff finds that the attached garage should be eliminated. Additionally, as noted in 
finding o, staff finds that fenestration should be added to facades sections that are currently void of fenestration 
and that all small, square windows be eliminated. Windows should feature traditional sizes and profiles. 

q. LANDSCAPING/HARDSCAPING – The applicant has proposed site paving to facilitate vehicular access from 
Ostrom Drive onto the property and into the proposed garage. While staff finds a vehicular entrance from Ostrom 



to be appropriate, the profile should be consistent with the Guidelines, a driveway of ten (10) feet in width. As 
proposed, the landscaping plan allows for front yard parking, which is not consistent with the Guidelines.  

r. MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT – The applicant has not noted the location of mechanical equipment on site. All 
mechanical equipment shall be screened from view from the public right of way. 

s. ARCHAEOLOGY – The project area is within the River Improvement Overlay District and the River 
Road Local Historic District. A review of historic archival maps shows the Upper Labor Acequia, a 
previously recorded archaeological site and designated National Historic Civil Engineering Landmark, 
likely crossing the property. Therefore, an archaeological investigation is required. The project shall 
comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, and regulations regarding archaeology, as 
applicable.   

RECOMMENDATION: 
1. Staff recommends approval of item #1, the removal of existing additions, based on finding d with the following 

stipulation: 
i. That wood siding, wood windows, and wood framing that is salvageable be salvaged for reuse on site.  

 
2. Staff recommends approval of item #2, the rehabilitation of the primary historic structure, based on finding e with 

the following stipulation: 
i. That any original materials beyond repair be replaced with in-kind materials featuring matching profiles. 

Wholesale material replacement, such as siding replacement, is not allowed.  
ii. Windows that are found to be beyond repair should be submitted to OHP staff for review prior to their 

removal and replacement. 
 

3. Staff recommends approval of item #3, the construction of a 2-story residential structure, based on findings a 
through s with the following stipulations: 

i. That the proposed brick foundation skirting is modified to feature lap siding to match the profile of the 
house’s siding.  

ii. That composite siding should feature smooth boards that feature a thickness of ¾” and an exposure of 
four (4) inches. The proposed standing seam metal roof should feature smooth panels that are 18 to 21 
inches in width, seams that are 1 to 2 inches in height, a crimped ridge seam and a standard galvalume 
finish. A low profile ridge cap may be submitted for review and approval by the Commission for new 
construction.  

iii. That a wood or aluminum clad wood window that is consistent with the staff’s standards for windows in 
new construction be installed, as noted in the applicable citations and in finding m. 

iv. That the proposed garaged be detached from the proposed new construction, as noted in finding p.  
v. That additional fenestration should be added to facades sections that are currently void of fenestration and 

that all small, square windows be eliminated. Windows should feature traditional sizes and profiles. 
vi. That all mechanical equipment be screened from view from the public right of way as noted in finding s. 

vii. ARCHAEOLOGY – An archaeological investigation is required. The project shall comply with 
all federal, state, and local laws, rules, and regulations regarding archaeology, as applicable.  

 

A foundation inspection is to be scheduled with OHP staff to ensure that foundation setbacks and heights are 
consistent with the approved design. The inspection is to occur after the installation of form work and prior to 
the installation of foundation materials. 
 
A standing seam metal roof inspection is to be schedule with OHP staff to ensure that roofing materials are 
consistent with approved design. An industrial ridge cap is not to be used. 

  





 

 

DATE: November 9, 2021 HDRC Case #:  
  

Address: 205 Ostrom Meeting Location: Webex 
 

APPLICANT: Tobias Stapleton 
 

DRC Members present: Jeff Fetzer, Gabriel Velasquez, Lisa Garza (Conservation Society), 
Monica Savino 
 

Staff Present: Edward Hall 
 

Others present:   
 

REQUEST:  
 
COMMENTS/CONCERNS:  

TS: Overview of updates from most recent DRC review.  

TS: Overview of the progression of the building and site design.  

TS: Overview of updated building design. Rear structure now features an attached garage. 

Generally overview of the architectural design of the rear structure, overview of landscaping 

updates and modifications 

TS: Revised design will keep the historic structure as a single-story structure 

LG: Revised design is an elegant solution. The deep setback and green space has been 

respected by the proposed design. There are two ways to approach the side roof slope – 

curved as proposed or slightly different pitch.  

LG: Have the proposed changes been sent to the neighborhood? TS: Not yet.  

JF: Updated information (on heights relating to historic heights) is helpful.  

JF: Incorporating the garage relives pressure on the site and allows for the historic house to 

stand alone. 

GV: What is submitted is very sophisticated.  

TS: Additional overview of contextual slides and photos. 

MS: Updates are appropriate – site program has been handled well. Consider separating the 

garage roof from the main roof to appear as an addition. This will help break up roof planes.  

Historic and Design Review Commission 
Design Review Committee Report 



MS: Depiction of appropriate foundation heights is appreciated.  

GV: Comments on garage roof profile; study what has been discussed.   

OVERALL COMMENTS:  
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Detailed Design 

Dec 1st 2021

Final Hearing 

Updated from Nov 
9th 2021 DRC 
review 

1. Design Intent narrative added 
2. Cottage location to remain as is per HDRC staff guidance, site plan redrawn, 

appropriate setbacks applied  
3. Provided ridge heights of neighboring structures as requested by JF in Feb 21 DRC 

meeting.  
4. New dwellings setback validation and design modifications reduction of porches and 

relocation of stairs. 
5. Setback feedback received from zoning and 3 options shared with HDRC Staff & 

Zoning Staff to mitigate their concerns, redesign presented to DRC Nov 2021 
6. IFP (Issued for Permit) drawings updated to reflect changes resulting from cottage 

placement to remain per HDRC guidance & garage absorption feedback from DRC 
Nov 2021  

7. Provided DRC feedback transcript from latest hearing’s Feb and Nov 2021  
8. Driveway modification plans with additional screening rendering updated
9. Updated RRNA Questions with appropriate responses for this application
10. Updated 3 pages of  HDRC Guidelines compliance 
11. Design updates applied from DRC 11/9/21   

Modifications on this application: 

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅
✅

✅
✅

✅



Detailed Design 

Dec 1st 2021

Final Hearing 

Updated from Nov 
9th 2021 DRC 
review 

Design Intent : 
In locating the structures, it was best to push out to the extreme edge of the property. This creates a field of 
space and maximizes advantageous  orientations: toward light  the expanse of land; in consideration of trees 
and other vegetation; in pursuit of quiet or privacy these poetic spaces found across this compound create 
areas of intimacy not defined by proximity, thus giving this inclusive design areas of privacy. 

Rights of way can determine the location but not the experience of entering a property the driveway proposed 
makes the property expansive revealing different views of the structures but only at a glance, achieving this all 
while allowing it feel accessible but paradoxically reveal little to the street giving the site a poetic contained 
private world typically seen in this district. 

Maximizing transitions from public to private:  a driver entering the property pulls onto a permeable path that 
curves back to run close, at times parallel, to the main Ostrom Dr. road. Trees and other plantings screen 
proximity, however, and the effect is one of immediate delivery into a different space, an expansive realm of 
sequestered calm, a gentle barrier. 

Creating boundaries was key due to the property being squeezed between three streets establishing a site 
within a site was required, the rear of the cottage with it’s deck creates an inward-facing outdoor living space, 
heavily screened gardens to the North and South offer a serene and private space while allowing a flow 
between using pathways and plantings to blur edges between structure and ground claim relationships among 
buildings, The original property lines exist on paper but vanish from experience. Remaining towering pecan 
trees anchors and enriches its surroundings their scale speaks to the property's long history. 
Even the young tree that helps us create the driveway sweep applies shading and forms a natural boundary 
though somewhat lacking individual presence, coalesce like lines on an ink drawing, the screenlike effect sets 
visual limits while inviting the eye to move beyond it, affording the experience of a distant edge. 

With varying structure orientations reinforcing how shadow and light move across and through a variety of 
surfaces. Additions of porches donned with metal clad roofs on the Magnolia façade diffuse light from above 
while adding depth and material characteristics found locally, structures varying planes and roof lines add 
subtle shadows broken up even more by the existing towering pecan trees.  
Divorcing the structures by angular changes only heightens the respect given to the cottage that maintains it’s 
expansive lawn. 
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1. Original structure retained ✅
2. Contributing characteristics retained ✅
3. Massing compliance ✅
4. Setback's compliance ✅
5. Height compliance ✅
6. Landscaping detailed ✅
7. Mature trees retained ✅
8. Permeable paving designed ✅
9. Hydrologic balance considerations ✅
10.Site lines maintained ✅
11.Driveways allowing screening ✅
12.Restoration plan for façades & windows ✅
13.Sensitive design rooted in its environment ✅
14.RRNA engagement ✅
15.HDRC engagement ✅
16.Zoning engagement ✅

Key Design Highlights 
Discussion 
Points 
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Location 

205 Ostrom 
Drive, 804 E. 
Magnolia Ave 
San Antonio 
Tx 78212 
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Design Review Feedback from Feb 2021 DRC Session 
Commissioner Jeff Fetzer: I would like to thank you for all the effort 
that you have gone to, especially in this latest iteration, I think it has 
real merit, I appreciate you wanting to restore the historic structure to 
the way it was. I believe that what you are proposing is generally in 
compliance, we will need to see what staff comes back with their 
review of the guidelines, but what I am seeing I'm very encouraged 
and I want to thank you for really working with the commission and 
the staff and the neighborhood on this. 

Commissioner Gabriel Velasquez: I want to commend you on an incredible presentation, I think the 
presentation that you have given us is the exact way to present this project, you are probably going to 
have to present this a couple more times, Most definitely the way that you lay out the history of it, the 
transformation of the idea is the right way to do it and the incredible length that you went through to 
provide a presentation at such completion is a big deal for me, There's two things that I would like to tell 
you and then we will have to cut it off (over time allowed) I appreciate the... so I'm using real key words 
that I think you should exploit a bit, I appreciate the compound concept because that lay out is found in 
that neighborhood in some of the other environments where the site becomes this place this creation of 
poetic spaces and the other thing I would refer to the garage does reach the level of petit, so a good term 
to use would be to use the term Petit because it does talk about the scale that you have achieved, which is 
something that we have asked a lot of people to consider and they hardly ever get that far and you really 
have and it's beautifully crafted, I hope that offers some encouragement.
Citizens decided to allow Mimi to speak : 
Mimi : We had a good session on the 14th, and we listened, and I asked a few questions for clarification. 
Thank you, Toby, for clarifying those things, three key people attended that meeting on the 14th No 
questions at this stage. 
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Design Review Feedback from 11/9/2021 DRC Session 

Commissioner Gabriel Velasquez: 22:11 in during rendering walk throughs : “So Great, Really Quickly could I just 
interrupt you.  BEAUTIFUL. I just, you know I just want to take the time just to say that. I’ll give you back the floor.”

Chair Garza  24:05 in during divorce of structures:  Well, I’ll pipe up real quick to say,  I think it's a very elegant solution 
also. So I like that, that original houses going to stay where it is and you kind of really respecting all that a deep set back 
and all that, you know, green space in front of the house to really make you appreciate that existing house.
And then you should turn the corner. You see this totally new structure that looks like it has been there. You know, it 
looks like it fits in. It's I like that you respected, the heights of the adjacent, you know buildings that you, you know, kind 
of deferred to them.
You're actually a little less than some of them. And so with the tall trees I think that house would you know look like it 
belongs so and that's just like, that's my feedback. I guess. Maybe you haven't gotten to it yet. But perhaps, you're the 
reason for this meeting today is the revision for the petite garage and now it's attached versus being. And I think it's a 
good solution you know it it's much better than a double gable or trying to align the eaves or something so that it's like 
different angled roof. I mean there's two ways to do that roof. You can do that with the little slope, like you do now or you 
could do just to change of the angle of the roof, you know.
So you could go from the steep that it is now to just a little less steep and that's a real common treat. And a lot of you 
know, older homes that have been added onto. But I think that curved is, I mean, it's fine with me.

Commissioner Jeff Fetzer 27:17 in during height validation: Yes it does having that information will be helpful and 
showing that you're you know within the height of the adjacent properties I think is very helpful and I'll echo what is 
already been said that incorporating the garage into the house.
I think helps the site plan and leaving the historic cottage sort of pristine and standing alone. I think really relieved a lot of 
concern that I know the neighborhood had and, you know, keeping a great front yard. I think it's was important to the 
neighborhood as well. So I'm liking what I see.
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Design Review Feedback from 11/9/2021 DRC Session 

Commissioner Gabriel Velasquez: 28:17 right after commissioner Fetzer : I think something that's important to share with 
you. Also is as you do your presentation. What you're presenting is very sophisticated, you know, I can't help I look at it and 
wonder all you know, because you can always see how a person is brain thinks in their presentations and it is, it is really 
one that  does, you know, kind of gives confidence that your vantage point is being very inclusive.
You've taken a very inclusive direction of. I think those comments to share the comment, which is important. Because when 
you give you your presentation, you're confidence right reads into, you know, your human presentation matches. Your 
visual presentation, I think it's very good. One of the things that I think is can get, can't get lost.
I don't know how you would incorporate it but these very poetic spaces that sometimes we think that well in a lot of cases I 
guess they do just happen, right? And in kind of historic urban environments, I'll give you an example. There's a beautiful 
poetic space in La Vida and the public really gets to get a sense of it when they go to Niosa and they're inside of those 
behind the church in the area that usually becomes the Spanish area.
If you get a chance that there's a possibility that I think what you're able to give the environment, which is not uncommon to 
environments in the River Road neighborhood. All right, is this kind of interplay with these buildings and They create these 
very intimate spaces and I kind of, I can get a sense of the way that these buildings are working together, that that this is
kind of an intentional creation.
So, I think that's also good strong point because one criticism could be proximity, right? But in the way that you're 
presenting it, I think it's not about unintentional proximity but about intentional intimacy. So just food for thought, 

Commissioner Savino 33:36 This is commissioner Savino, I want to very quickly convey.
Some I guess some design ideas. It having watched this project over the past few years. This is this version is incredible. I 
love the siding. I really like how you've handled the program on this site and, and your original concept, I are not the 
original, but Early intermittent versions seem to value that collection of different buildings by maintaining the bungalow and 
adding the other two structures.
It really created that interesting compound cottage or compound or homestead setting.
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Design Review Feedback from 11/9/2021 DRC Session 
Commissioner Savino: I wonder if you may want to consider or if you have already considered exploring the roof garage 
connections similar to what Ms. Garza's suggested and that is separating it from the main roof changing that angle dropping it 
down a little bit so that it looks like an addition.
It then reinstates that additive aspect of the entire site that you have this other house. You have an addition instead of a third 
building. And so you're continuing this additive aspect of smaller volumes. What it does is it helps break up one roof plane in a 
way that is ease. I don't know what to say. It was more in keeping with the other houses in the neighborhood. But then again, it
is still very, very different because it's a large house or two story house with an attached garage, but it has that different feel 
about it because it has the addition. Just a thought something to, to consider as a way to, to maintain the feeling of many 
volumes in a composition. Owner: “I hear about you saying, so your essentially kind of saying, you know, kind of maintaining 
this this pitch and kind of, you know, dropping it down more and kind of starting that on. So it's like a Lean To as such”. Yeah. 
And it just it, it would feed your narrative about this very quaint. This charming site with greenery and buffers and vignettes 
and places. And then you have this other building added on to the larger house. Also, I'll say I appreciate your depiction of 
adequate and it more accurate foundation heights on your new construction. So many times we don't get that and that 
becomes the surprise in the height, you're including it from the outset. So I appreciate seeing that. That's all I got. 

Commissioner Gabriel Velasquez 37:07 : Real quick regarding the last conversation (Commissioner Savino comments above) 
just want to add, whether it's one line that begins as a curve or it’s a line that’s brought below of the existing Eaves . If you  
look at what that would do to your interior, cut a section through it and bring it to us because if the slope is a piece that is
responding to like, say, for instance, the quality of heat gain and attic space, all that stuff.
If you're going to end up with a roof line that has to be your ceiling line, make sure you bring that to us because that might not 
be the best case scenario and it may, you may need that extra height. Owner: “Yeah, the actual reason because the garage is 
actually a grade and the footing of the house is actually up quite significant so to actually tie it into the roof alone. The 
designer basically said, this is the maximum that we could kind of get. So, going below that Eave detail was where we started
getting into almost the second story office area of that garage was not usable. Commissioner continues “bring a section 
because, well there both wonderful ideas but they should not inhibit the interior from being functional but particularly as it 
relates to temperature and things like that and we'll give it to Edward”. Section shared see attached 
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Restoration to 
its original form 

Reduction of 38% 
Returning to 1930’s footprint 

Existing Footprint
Reduced  Footprint
Reduction 38%

Last DRC positive feedback on restoration from commissioners and from RRNA  
Commissioner Jeff Fetzer: I would like to thank you for all the effort that you have gone to, especially in this latest iteration, I think 
it has real merit, I appreciate you wanting to restore the historic structure to the way it was. I believe that what you are proposing is 
generally in compliance, we will need to see what staff comes back with their review of the guidelines, but what I am seeing I'm very 
encouraged and I want to thank you for really working with the commission and the staff and the neighborhood on this. 
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Shows the Axis of 
the neighboring 
streets for design 
intent 

Shows the Axis of the 
neighboring streets for 
design intent 

Shows Two lots as denoted by the separate Folio’s 

Shows the Axis of the neighboring streets 
for design intent 

Shows the current large 
house on the two lots

Shows the Axis of current property 
overlapping onto both Folio’s 

City  rezoned the folio change for 
the development of the site 2006 

Shows the Axis of the neighboring 
streets for design intent including 
current large house design lines 

Pulling in lines to the site to arrange orientation of the proposed dwelling
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Options and discussions with HDRC Staff and Zoning 

Meets all setback 
requirements 
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Compliance & Design 

Final Submission 
House Setbacks taken from the Plat & validated by survey 20’ Rear, 10’ Front, 5’ side
Accessory building 5’ Setback N/A 

Color Description Notes 

Red Plat Lines Verified by survey 

Teal Existing Fence Modified to include 
additional gate entrance 
yellow and tie back to new 
house in lieu of location 

Magenta Setback from 
extents of Plat Line, 
and plat dims to 
match  

Dimensions shown for 
house and accessory 
structure & Lot lines 

Black Original Footprint to 
remain

Rear ADA Ramp for 
wheelchair access onto rear 
deck also shown

Blue Existing House 
Footprint to be 
removed 

Incorporate into existing 
black line house to establish 
total existing property 

Green New House & Petite 
Garage 

Modified to fit within setback 
from Plat Line 

Yellow Gate Gate one existing, gate two 
new to enable saving of 
young tree 

Double 
Grey

Curb Line 

Legend

Existing House location 
remains as constructed 
no move shown

Master PlanOn Record with City 

4-29-21

DRC

Orientation 
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Landscape / Site Plan Progression 2021
Landscaping 

• Double Garage 
• Expanded driveway
• Relocation of existing 

dwelling 

• Petite Garage 
• Expanded driveway
• Relocation of existing 

dwelling 

 Petite Garage attached to dwelling with Tudor revival curved roof 
 Allow young tree to remain and provide additional screening at Ostrom  
 Existing building location remains  
 Porches adjusted to setbacks & zoning distances between dwellings 

Proposed Petite Garage remains after 
DRC positive feedback 

 Allow young tree to remain 
and provide additional 
screening at Ostrom  

 Existing building location 
remains  

 Porches adjusted to setbacks 
& ADA ramp to cottage 

Cory’s Suggested to not move old cottage forward as setbacks would not 
be  grandfathered in, also questions porches over setbacks  

Zoning and Cory’s feedback on distances between buildings 

The client after meeting with neighborhood association, revisits the double garage 
decides prior to DRC meeting to reduce this to a petite size, and reduce cottage 
distance move. 

Cory’s feedback with Catherine & Rachel in Zoning on garage distance 
between structures.
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Permeable pavements help reestablish a more natural hydrologic balance and reduce runoff 
volume by trapping and slowly releasing precipitation into the ground instead of allowing it to 
flow into storm drains and out to receiving waters as effluent.

1

Landscape plan 

Proposed 76.7% Green area inside Curb (existing 71%)
Proposed 64.9% inside Plat lines (existing 55.6%)
Proposed Permeable driveway included as green otherwise deduct 10% from each   

Landscaping 

2

3
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76.7% Green area

Existing House 
location remains as 
constructed and 
house restored 

Final Submission

X
XX

X

X
X

XX
X
XX

X

“it's not about unintentional proximity but about intentional intimacy” CV 

40ft 

“this very quaint charming site with greenery and buffers and vignettes and places” CS

“with the tall trees I think that house would look like it belongs” CG 

“respecting all that deep set back and that, green space in front of the house to really make you appreciate that 
existing house“ CG “the site becomes this place, this creation of poetic spaces”  CV
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OPTION C : Redesign Building 1 and attach garage to building  
1. Redesign Building 1 and attach garage follow 10ft setback 
2. Image A put garage on house and pitch valley between roofs 
3. Image B push next to house and install gutter with down spouts no ridge height change 
4. Image C extend roof down lower typical in neighborhood see Image D for example, the garage will still be set back per plan 

view, ridge height on main building remains as is but pitch will slightly curve to allow usable area over garage, 
typical of Tudor revival style seen in this neighborhood and many others of the 1900-30’s      

Building 1

IMAGE BIMAGE A IMAGE C

IMAGE DPic Taken from location X on plan 

Response 
to Email 
from Zoning 
and HDRC 
Staff  
11/3/21

Meets all setback requirements 
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Design Progression merge of the garage to the house  

“incorporating the garage into the house I think helps the site plan and leaving the historic cottage sort of pristine and standing alone” CF

“I think it's a good solution you know it it's much better than a double gable or trying to align the eaves or something so that it's like 
different angled roof, , it's fine with me” CG                         “Beautiful” & “wonderful ideas”  CV 
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Keeping the connection to the main roof by the extension of the 
rafters is critical to ensure the already lowered compact space does 
not create a microclimate unto itself. 
CFD modeling proves this on-air transference. 
Having this avenue between rafters to run slim duct supply and 
natural plenum returns is critical to eliminate microclimate creation. 

“Mono pitch / Lean To additions 
with no direct path to the 
contributing designed air 
condition system usually require 
an alternate system especially in 
a home office environment, we 
recommend to find a path to 
allow the main system be 
connected” 

Fig 1.1 
Typical lean to 
with window units 
This is all avoidable 
by utilizing 
House system with 
designed air transfer 
methods, and 
reduced further by 
natural ventilation 
with operable 
windows (not blocked by units)  

Rafter run slim duct from 
main house system to 
ceiling diffusers 

House 
AC 

System 

FFL

Tudor Revival pitched roof 
allowing building to adopt 
single air conditioning 
system and other factors 
see next slide also. 

Return grilles 
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Lean To / Skillion Roof
Does not work on multiple 
approaches, building 
code being the highest 
priority not met   

Tudor Revival 
mid building adoption
see plan view  

Lean To / Skillion Roof 
investigation results : 
Bottom of Window does not meet 
code requirement, min 24” FFL 
We could choose a smaller 
window, but this would derail the 
efforts to uniform the façade 
fenestration. 

CFD modeling and air condition 
flow please see next page.    

Eastern façade wall height would 
require lowering garage ceiling so 
much so a nonstandard garage door 
would be required. 

Façade to Lean To connection 
waterproofing detail requiring regular 
inspection, flashing at risk of leak on 
driving rain, membrane normalization/ 
contraction between different material 
types , chances of delamination over 
time. 

Plan View Location  
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X                 X 

X                 X 

Lean into the local Tudor Revival architectural roof forms 

Views 

Glimpse over the gate 

Very restricted if even possible view 
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B

Site elevation 
treatments on both 
lots 

C

D

B

C

D

A

Façade Views 
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Site elevation 
treatments on both 
lots 

B C DA

Façade Views 

E

F

G

H

E Magnolia Ave
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East Façade design change this submission South Façade design change this submission 

North Façade design change this submission 
West No changes facing Dewberry 
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Elevations that will 
be restored and kept 
on the property

Methodology on the 
restoration of 
elevations is outlined 
in the PEP. 

East Façade

South FaçadeNorth Façade

West Façade  
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Looking North West
from Corner of 
Ostrom Drive and 
Lindell Place

From Lindell 
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Approach from 
Dewberry heading 
South 

Street View 
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Approach from 
Dewberry heading 
South 

Situation on site over 40ft from façade to curb refer to site plan for accurate depiction also at an angle this 
rendering is flat to give an idea of the finishes and the style only  
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View North from 
Ostrom & Dewberry 
Intersection 

Proposed Street View
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View North from 
Ostrom & Dewberry 
Intersection 
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View West From 
Dewberry 
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2018 Proposal 

Current  Site Plan 

Side Elevation Ostrom  
Footprint & Massing  

Current 2021 Proposal updated Nov 2021 

Post 1930’s additions of no 
historic significance 

2018 application

Building atop of 1930’s structure 
Building mass and scale 

2021 application 

Make 1930’s dwelling a feature ✅
Keep it single story 

Heights of dwellings sensitive to 
each boundary ✅

Keep mature & young trees ✅

Concept Shared with RRNA  

S/S 

2/14/21 after speaking with RRNA – It was decided 
to reduce even more the ancillary building  

Smaller slender design 
S/S 

S/S: Superseded design not applicable   

2021
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Example of recent new construction 112 Lindell Street Apartments 
Taken from Benchmark 3 established average grade at turning circle 35.577ft. 
Structure height from site level grade is  33.275ft  
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1.538

31.5 31.848 32.625

28.9108

33.275
35

Island Grade above
BM

Proposed from
grade

150 Ostrom BM-1 Blue House BM-1 Brown House from
BM-1

112 Lindell Street
from grade

Code Max Height

Comparison of heights on nearby properties 
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Zoning ridge requirement  ≤ 35ft, Proposed is 11.5% lower  ✅
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Indicates the 
moving of the 
current structure to 
the East in order to 
align with Axis and 
create a less 
centralized bulk in 
the middle of the 
island 

Axis – ALIGNMENT  

Brown House

Blue House  

Steeple House
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Current  Site Plan 

Side Elevation Ostrom  
Footprint & Massing  

Proposed Site Plan 
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Site Levels & Services
Footprint & Massing  

Road, sidewalks, services and grade of the site. 

A

BOUNDARY 

Proposed 
Elevation 

Services 

Curb

Site Grade 

0.0

6”
1’6”

FINISHED 
FLOOR 
LEVEL 

2’1”

A

ZONING ALLOWANCE 35’

RIDGE HEIGHT FROM GRADE 31’ 6”   

○ Height of dwelling on Dewberry boundary from pavement or grade does it meet zoning ?
■ Meets Zoning requirement – Zoning is 35’ - Dwelling is 31’6” 
■ Heights taken from grade as per city zoning guidance supplied by Catherine 

Hernandez Feb 2021 
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Elevations Zoning Height Restrictions 

Zoning Height Restriction 
All buildings ridges well below zoning height  

All buildings ridges well below zoning height  

Ridge Height remains the same design update needed  

Zoning ridge requirement  ≤ 35ft, Proposed is 11.5% lower  ✅
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Façade design change this submission Façade design change this submission 

Façade design change this submission 
No changes facing Dewberry 
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Elevations 

Superseded

Superseded

North Façade 
Porch reduction 
Stair relocation
Garage attachment  

South Façade 
Porch reduction
Balcony reduction 
Stair relocation
Garage attachment  
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Proposed Site Plan Current  Site Plan 

Description Current Proposed Compliance Benefit 

Overall Site Area 12,573 Sq.ft Zoned for proposed✅ R4 Zoned 

Impervious Area 3406 Sq.ft 2940 Sq.ft Fully Complies ✅ Reduced Impervious 
area by 14% 

Permeable areas Stone Path Paths & Driveway Fully Complies ✅ Used to reduce runoff 
volume 

Driveways & 
Other areas 

Concrete driveways, 
concrete rear Porch 
& Yard 

Permeable Pavers & 
wooden deck with 
drainage 

Fully Complies ✅ Reduced runoff 
volume, reduced 
solar gain and 
surface area of site 

Massing N/A 30% ≤ 50% Requirement 
Achieved ✅

20% under 
requirement

Footprint & Massing 
Footprint & Massing  
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Historic alignment 

1. Restoration of the 1930’s structure back to the original intended footprint which features architectural elements that 
are indicative of the Minimal Traditional Style that can be found in the district. 

2. Restoration of key features and original materials including wood siding and wood windows.
3. Removal of modifications to the form of the historic structure to the rear as noted by Lawrence Calvetti & two other 

structural engineers as well as comments of HDRC Chair MG during his visits to site.
4. Existing roof form of the original structure will be reinstated during renovation.
5. Windows on all new structures will feature profiles that match those found in the district, and fenestration details will 

be provided for final approval. 
6. Similar to a previous request the trees and landscape site plan have been provided highlighting tree dimensions and 

retainage of same. 
7. New structures have been sited to minimize visual impact from the public right of way and have been designed to 

be in keeping with the historic context of the block. 
8. A similar roof form has been applied to the new structures and buildings have been orientated in a way to 

distinguish a visual transition between the old and the new. 

Historic alignment  

✅

✅
✅

✅
✅

✅

✅

✅
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Historic alignment Continued…

9. The proposed new structures at the rear of the primary historic structure and has proposed a width that is 
subordinate to that of the primary historic structure.

10. New Structures roof form featuring gabled roofs, consistent with the roof form found on the historic structure and 
throughout the district, consistent with the Guidelines.

11. Transitions across the site between the old and the new are achieved by creating both distance and angular 
differentiation this is typical of consistent with the Guidelines 

12. Regarding Scale, Mass and Form, we have proposed two buildings and accessory structure and main building  that 
features two stories in height. While the historic structure on the lot features one story in height, we have positioned 
the proposed new buildings toward the rear of the lots away from the block face of adjacent streets creating a steps 
in the ridge heights by positioning the accessory building in the middle, We have also broken up the front and rear 
gables with stepped roofs which create a softer façade (please see renderings)  The proposed heights will not 
interrupt the block face or perceived massing found along adjacent blocks and are 11.5% below the zoning 
maximum requirement renderings and detailed drawings have been provided.

13. The proposed buildings feature architectural details that are consistent with those of the original structure which was 
constructed in the Minimal Traditional style. 

14. To provide additional façade depth, we have included exterior roofed porches which would be consistent with the 
style of the houses locally.

15. We have proposed materials that include refurbished wood siding & Hardie board , refurbished wood windows and 
an asphalt shingle & accent metal roofs as shown on the renderings. 

16. We will be restoring the wood windows on the existing house wherever possible, if new windows are required, we 
will utilize wood or aluminum clad wood windows which will be installed with feature meeting rails that are no taller 
than 1.25” and stiles no wider than 2.25”, paint finishes will (not be a White manufacturer’s color) be Benjamin 
Moore Atrium White OC-145. There will be a minimum of two inches in depth between the front face of the window 
trim and the front face of the top window sash. This will be accomplished by recessing the window sufficiently within 
the opening or with the installation of additional window trim to add thickness. Window trim will feature traditional 
dimensions and an architecturally appropriate sill details. Window track components will be painted to match the 
window trim or concealed by a wood window screen set within the opening. 

17. The proposed heights will not interrupt the block face or perceived massing found along adjacent blocks and are 
11.5% below the zoning maximum requirement renderings and detailed drawings have been provided.  

18. The proposed buildings feature architectural details that are consistent with those of the original structure which was 
constructed in the Minimal Traditional style.

19. To provide additional façade depth, we have included exterior roofed porches which would be consistent with the 
style of the houses locally please review the renderings for more details

Historic alignment  
✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅
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Historic alignment Continued…

20. We have proposed materials that include refurbished wood siding & Hardie board , refurbished wood windows and 
an asphalt shingle & accent metal roofs. 

21. We will be restoring the wood windows on the existing house wherever possible, if new windows are required, we will 
utilize wood or aluminum clad wood windows which will be installed with feature meeting rails that are no taller than 
1.25” and stiles no wider than 2.25”, paint finishes will (not be a White manufacturer’s color) Benjamin Moore Atrium 
White OC-145 https://www.benjaminmoore.com/en-us/color-overview/find-your-color/color/oc-145/atrium-white. 
There will be a minimum of two inches in depth between the front face of the window trim and the front face of the 
top window sash. This will be accomplished by recessing the window sufficiently within the opening or with the 
installation of additional window trim to add thickness. 

22. Window trim will feature traditional dimensions and an architecturally appropriate sill details. Window track 
components will be painted to match the window trim (oc-145/atrium-white) or concealed by a wood window screen 
set within the opening.

23. To the west of the primary historic structure between the buildings we proposed to construct a two story, rear 
accessory structure. The proposed accessory structure features an overall profile and massing that is subordinate 
inline with the required 40% footprint ruling of the smaller footprint new structure, it will feature appropriately detailed 
garage doors and features architectural detailing that’s consistent with the historic examples found throughout the 
San Antonio Historic Districts, The proposed accessory structure is appropriate and consistent with the Guidelines.

24. We propose to extend the existing curb cut that is located on Ostrom Drive and in keeping with the rich landscaping 
provide Permeable pavement to help reestablish a more natural hydrologic balance and reduce runoff volume by 
trapping and slowly releasing precipitation into the ground instead of allowing it to flow into storm drains and out to 
receiving waters as effluent. The Guidelines for Site Elements note that historic profiles are to be used for the 
creation of curb cuts and that typical driveway widths are to be used, typically no wider than ten feet in historic 
districts; however, there are examples in the immediate area of curb cut and driveway widths that are wider than ten 
feet in width.

25. The project area is within the River Improvement Overlay District and the River Road Local Historic District. A review 
of historic archival maps shows the Upper Labor Acequia crossing the property. Therefore, we have previously 
engaged the Archaeological investigations dept. and will continue conversations at time of HDRC design approval 
and construction. An archaeological investigation was not required at time of conversation with the OHP 
representative, We will re-engage and if needed supply the archaeological scope of work to the OHP archaeologists 
for review and approval prior to beginning the archaeological investigation or construction works. The development 
project shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, and regulations regarding archaeology.

Historic alignment  
✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

✅

https://www.benjaminmoore.com/en-us/color-overview/find-your-color/color/oc-145/atrium-white
https://www.benjaminmoore.com/en-us/color-overview/find-your-color/color/oc-145/atrium-white
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Achieving Requirements 

1. Massing compliance is ≤ 50%, Proposed = <30%   ✅

2. Zoning ridge requirement  ≤ 35ft, Proposed is 11.5% lower  ✅

3. Green area compliance = 50%, Proposed scheme achieves <77%     ✅

4. Impervious area reduced by 14% contributing to natural aquafers ✅

5. Permeable driveway used to reduce hardstand to 7% ✅

6. Fully compliant with setbacks from Property line & Plat line ✅

7. Restoration plan for façades & windows as requested ✅

8. Original structure retained & renovated as requested ✅

9. Mature trees retained as requested ✅

10.Historic Alignment with Guidelines ✅

Other additional complementary elements within the submission. 

Compliance & Design Highlights 
Compliance & Design 
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● Questions fielded by neighbors in 82 minutes Feb 14th 2021 : 

○ Is original facade elements being retained. 
■ Yes original facade will be kept and detailed restoration plan developed  

○ Will it be a single story for the front house as the last time it was two story ?  
■ Yes it will be single story meeting 1930’s original design 

○ The existing house will remain in the same location no move !

○ What parking is for which dwelling is there a new entrance planned ?  
■ In lieu of the wide driveway, we have selected to retain a young cedar tree and 

split the driveway to allow additional screening.  

○ Is your set-back taking into consideration easements for any new services ? 
■ No registered easements on the property / checked with City Engineer 
■ New services on Dewberry St installed and surveyed 

○ Height of dwelling on Dewberry boundary from pavement or grade does it meet zoning ?
■ Meets Zoning requirement – Zoning is 35’ - Dwelling is 31’6” 
■ Heights taken from grade as per city guidance 

○ Will you be keeping the trees ? 
■ Yes mature trees will all be kept and a landscaping plan in place 
■ We are also keeping some if not all of the young trees please refer to the 

drawings 

RRNA Neighborhood Meeting update on Key points underlined  

Discussion 
Points 

Historic Façade – Single Story 1930’s – Maintaining Setbacks – Driveway & Parking – Easements – Height within Zoning – Trees 
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We have separated the application into the following three request items:
1. Remove existing, rear addition to restore the original footprint of the historic, 1935 structure.
2. Rehabilitate the historic structure.
3. Construct a 2-story residential structure to front Ostrom, to the south.

Below is staff’s recommendation for each.
1. Staff recommends approval of item #1, the removal of existing additions with the following stipulation:

i. That wood siding, wood windows, and wood framing that is salvageable be salvaged for reuse on site.  Agreed 

2. Staff recommends approval of item #2, the rehabilitation of the primary historic structure with the following stipulation:
i. That any original materials beyond repair be replaced with in-kind materials featuring matching profiles. Wholesale material replacement, such as siding 

replacement, is not allowed. Agreed
ii. Windows that are found to be beyond repair should be submitted to OHP staff for review prior to their removal and replacement. Agreed

3. Staff recommends approval of item #3, the construction of a 2-story residential structure with the following stipulations:
i. That the proposed brick foundation skirting is modified to feature lap siding to match the profile of the house’s siding. Agreed and changed see section and 

elevations on this presentation. 
ii. That composite siding should feature smooth boards that feature a thickness of ¾” and an exposure of four (4) inches. The proposed standing seam metal roof 

should feature smooth panels that are 18 to 21 inches in width, seams that are 1 to 2 inches in height, a crimped ridge seam and a standard galvalume finish. 
Agreed A low-profile ridge cap may be submitted for review and approval by the Commission for new construction. Questionable if needed on metal as this is a
lean to roof on the front porch. The use of the word may does not define if you want it or not we will add if the design changes are accepted.  

iii. That a wood or aluminum clad wood window that is consistent with the staff’s standards for windows in new construction be installed, as noted in the 
applicable citations. Agreed

iv. That the proposed garaged be detached from the proposed new construction. Modified design please see attached in accordance to the guidelines 
v. That additional fenestration should be added to facades sections that are currently void of fenestration and that all small, square windows be eliminated. 

Windows should feature traditional sizes and profiles. Modified design please see attached
vi. That all mechanical equipment be screened from view from the public right of way. Agreed
vii. ARCHAEOLOGY – An archaeological investigation is required. The project shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, and regulations regarding 

archaeology, as applicable. Agreed

Please review and let me know which of the above items you agree with and/or have questions about.  
Thank you,
Edward

Response to the recommendations provided by Edward 11-19-21



Walk in 
Closet / Shower

B1
Fireplace 

Wall
C2

E. Hall 11/19/21 
That additional fenestration 
should be added to facades 
sections that are currently void 
of fenestration

Proposed Solution. 

C2

B1

Please see the Proposed Solution on this page if 
you can confirm these are the locations alluded to 
in the statement.
• We have provided a grid picture to help clarify 

the communications if the suggested design 
change clouded is not correct. 

• I assume that you are referring to façade planes 
v’s “facades sections” 

• If I am assuming incorrectly and you 
wish to see sections through the 
windows, we have included that here 
also.  

• Please note façade section details
updated to address brick removal and 
siding at water table per 
recommendation 3 I “That the proposed 
brick foundation skirting is modified to 
feature lap siding to match the profile of 
the house’s siding.”

Superseded

Response to 
recommendation 3 v. & 3 i



E. Hall 11/19/21 
that all small, square windows be eliminated, windows should 
feature traditional sizes and profiles.

Consistency: bathroom over garage 
matches on Eastern façade  

Example on cottage of  bathroom & pantry windows, scale 
reduction matched to new dwelling 

Superseded

Modified to address Edward’s note above  

Western Façade 

We are assuming 
that the comment is 
referring to 
G8,G9,G10

The proposed standing seam 
metal roof features smooth 
panels that are 18 to 21 inches 
in width, seams that are 1 to 2 
inches in height, a crimped ridge 
seam and a standard galvalume 
finish. 

Response to 
recommendation 3 v. & 3 ii 



Guidelines Referenced 

Secondary

Tertiary

Block does not 
have this historic 
rear alley loaded 
Garages  

connection

Response to recommendation 
3 iv. Decouple garage 

In response to Cory Edwards 11/19/21 email quote  
“we normally do not recommend attached garages 
for new construction”  
Since there was no code or guideline quoted our
investigation based on findings of fact utilizing the 
historic guidelines, and respecting the zoning 
codes  we have come to the design  compromise
of the connection to the building but the
appearance of an addition as encouraged by 
Commissioner Savino on 11/9/21 DRC 
“It then reinstates that additive aspect of the entire site 
that you have this other house. You have an addition 
instead of a third building. And so you're continuing 
this additive aspect of smaller volumes. What it does is 
it helps break up one roof plane in a way that is ease”



Siding in lieu of Brick 

View Devoid of landscaping to show the connection point on 
Ostrom Elevation, depth differences shown. 

10’9”

0’0” Primary façade 

27’9”

22’2”

36’8” to Ostrom Curb 
Response to 
recommendation 3iv 

façade updated to address brick removal and siding at water table per recommendation 3i : That the 
proposed brick foundation skirting is modified to feature lap siding to match the profile of the 
house’s siding.”

49’10” to Magnolia Curb 
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View X

View X: looking through two tree trunks, bushes all 
above eye level. Reality you will see what's in the 
Orange boxes, giving the appearance of a separate 
petite garage that was really liked by 
commissioners in Feb DRC and had zero 
complaints from the neighborhood association. 
Marrying this best of both worlds approach.

Response to 
recommendation 3iv 

Screened view not possible 
to see connection point

Commissioner Velasquez Feb 2021 DRC “the garage 
does reach the level of petit, so a good term to use 
would be to use the term Petit because it does talk 
about the scale that you have achieved, which is 
something that we have asked a lot of people to 
consider, and they hardly ever get that far and you 
really have and it's beautifully crafted”

Commissioner Savino DRC 11/9/21 “It then reinstates that additive aspect of the entire site that you have this other house. You have an addition instead of a third building. And 
so you're continuing this additive aspect of smaller volumes. What it does is it helps break up one roof plane in a way that is ease”



Man 6’2” & woman 5’5” walking down 
street heads circled
See trunk thickness / merge of multiple 
trees and major limbs  

View from X location at the young cedar 
trees and bushes  

View Eastbound on Ostrom Drive
Person view is essentially blocked
see image X

x

w
m

Y

z

Response to 
recommendation  3iv 

Connection between garage wing and house  not able to see this 
connection,  

Commissioner Savino DRC 11/9/21 “It then reinstates that additive aspect of the entire site that you have this other house. You have an addition instead of a third building. And 
so you're continuing this additive aspect of smaller volumes. What it does is it helps break up one roof plane in a way that is ease”




